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(Professor of l slam ic Studies, University of Ibadan. Nigeria)

The

following story

occurs

in the life of Muhammad:

Two liars

spoke during the lifetime of the Messengers of God.
Musaylim a ibn-Habib who spoke in al-Y'anuinui
They
among the Hanifa tribe, and al-A swad ibn-ka'b who spoke in
San 'a'; (lbn-Hishanz,2:599)
M usaylima had written this letter to the M essenger of God:
"From Musaylima; the Messenger of God, to Muhamm.ad. the
Messenger of God: Peace be with you. I have been made your
partner. Half the land is ours and hal] belongs to the Quray sh, but
the Quray sh are a hostile people. Two messengers brought this
were

"

letter.
W hen the

Messenger of God rend

it he asked the messengers,

"W hat do you say about it?" They answered, "we agree with it".
He said, "By God, ifvou were not envoys who may not be killed
I would cut your heads of].
"

Then he
atu!

com

�v

rote to

M usaylinia, "In the

passionate.

M usavlinut the liar. Peace to anyone

chooses his

pious

w

own

o] God the merciful
Messenger o] God to
who [ollows guidance. God
name

Franz M uhamnuul the

servants to

inherit the land, and in the end the

ill succeed".

Muhammad had claimed to be the final and universal

the

perfect religion. He was not about to
compromise
though he recognizes partial truth in
other religions. In this regard, Muslims like to quote the Qur'an
verse: "Today I have brought your religion to perfection for you,
and fulfilled my favour to you" (l :33). No true Muslim would
accept that other religions have some truths or values that Islam
one

who had

prophet,

brought

this claim,

lacks.

the

even
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may sound absolutist, intransigent and hegemonic,
has been said of the Catholic Church for its claim to

position
same

be the divinely appointed messenger to the world of the full
revelation of God in his Word made flesh. Paul VI said, "Neither

respect and

esteem for these

raised is

questions

an

Many
dialogue

n.

the

nor

complexity

of the

invitation to the Church to withhold from

these non-Christians the

Nuntiandi,

religions

proclamation

of Jesus Christ"

(Evangelii

53).

writers view these

dogmatic positions

as

an

obstacle to

and peace in the world and an invitation to rivalry and
therefore call for theological disarmament as a

confrontation.' They
solution. The voices

''Theology

are

many. I wish to examine

of difference" and

just

a

sample.

religious pluralism

identite,
paper entitled "Pour une theologie de la difference
the
French
Claude
alterite, dialogue.":
Dominican,
Geffre, states

In

a

-

that the first condition of

dialogue

is not the

recognition

of what

we

have in common, but respect for what is different about the other.
This statement might seem to echo the very fine study of another

Dominican, Jan H. Wal grave "Socio-ethical principles" ,iii which
,

he lists

as

solidarity, subsidiarity

Tolerance maintains

and tolerance.

solidarity

subsidiarity, even where
opinion separate human
"otherness" in question does not
and

in conviction and

profound differences
beings from one another. The
arise from natural differences, such as race or temperament, nor
from unimportant differences in opinion, but is based on more
profound differences of conviction concerning the ultimate
questions of existence, concerning that which man ultimately
accepts as the fundamental truth. and value. From such a
difference follows a different interpretation of existence, hence a
divergent project of life that expresses itself in personal and
...

social activ ities and conduct.

For

Walgrave,

"tolerance does not exclude zeal for one's

conviction, the apostolic, missionary spirit,
one's faith." He also
man

who is

"the

or a

rejects
prejudice
that
convinced
what
absolutely

own

militant defence of

that the believer, the

he believes about the
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of life is true, is incapable of being tolerant,"
and maintains that the convinced believer is better disposed to be
ultimate

questions

tolerant than

one

who is not convinced.

Geffre, however, propounds

a

different basis for respect for the

other's beliefs. He states:
The truth that

necessarily
relative,

for

me

exclusive

is the

object of

or even

least because

absolute adhesion is

not

inclusive

of every other truth. It is
the historical particularity of its

of
origin,.. Dialogue leads rather to a rediscovery of my own truth
and in search of the truth that is higher and more comprehensive
than the partial truth that each person carries as a witness.
at

In other words, the truth that I adhere to is historically conditioned
and limited. Therefore, it leaves room for others to have

truths which I do not have, and that is what I

complementary

should respect, since we are both in quest of a higher, more
comprehensive truth than the partial truth which each of us have.
Geffre does raise the

problem

Jesus Christ is

history through

a

that the

coming

singular

event

of God into

and

a

definite

revelation that Muslims could not accept. Yet he goes on to make
room for religious pluralism. Following Schillebeeckx and Dupuis,
he says that diversity of religion is not God's unfinished business
of bringing the whole world into the Catholic Church, but it is a

permanent situation directly willed by God "to manifest better the
fullness of truth which coincides with his unsearchable

mystery".

While Jesus Christ is the decisive and definitive revelation of God,
"Christianity, as a historical religion, does not have a monopoly of
the truth about God and man's

religions

there

which

not

The

are

are

with God". In other

other kinds of authentic

religious experience

found in

problem
with

religion.

Geffre

men,

unique
Christianity must be an imperialist
with this problem, arguing that the

then

deals

itself

particularity of
incomplete truth

Christianity.

remains: If Jesus is the Son of God and his

mediator

incarnation

relationship

"invites

Jesus

of

is based

us

not

Nazareth".

on a

absolutize

to

Jesus who

A

the

Christianity
incomplete

was

historic
which

is

truth. But
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clearly stated by
Donald Goergen.
more

Geffre's

than Jesus"

Christology series,"
relationship between the eternal
Word and Jesus. "The Christology of the Fourth Gospel presents
clearly a three-stages Christology. To do full justice to Jesus
requires a narrative in three parts: the story of the pre-incarnate
Word, the incarnate Word or Son, and the risen Lord" (p.32). Later,

Already

in the

Donald

Goergen

1991

third volume of his

discussed the

he goes into detail:
Johannine

theology raised for later generations the question of
precise relationship between God and the Word and Jesus. All
are intrinsically connected, so one cannot fully define any apart
from reference to the others. Jesus is the Word, the Word
incarnate or enfleshed, and yet there is "more" to the Word than
the

Jesus alone,

Word had

a

more

than the Word's incarnation

long history prior

to

its incarnation

as
as

Jesus.

The

Jesus. A lso,

the Word is God, and yet there is "more" to God than the Word
alone. God is both God and Word. Because Jesus truly is the

Word, and the Word is God, Jesus truly is God. Y et there is
"more" to God than Jesus, though Jesus is God revealed,
disclosed, made visible. A nd there is more to Jesus than his
oneness with God. Jesus is also sarx, flesh, human. After Jesus,
one

talk about God aport from Jesus (God is always the
Jesus), nor can one talk about Jesus apart from God

cannot

Father

of

(Jesus is God's uniquely begotten Son). With Jesus, one can
begin to speak of the relationship between God and the Word as a
relationship between Father and Son. "Son" became one of the
richest ways of talking about who Jesus is, and "Father" a way of
talking about Jesus' God. (pp. 258-9)
He goes on to talk about non-Chalcedonian Christologies, saying
that to assess them "from the stance of the seeming superiority of

one's

own

confessional

perspective

remains

a

significant

issue... One cannot separate out a pure essence for
from the history that has shaped it and the diverse

theological
Christianity
historical shapes

it has taken. This is not to

imply

that all historical
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developments

are

of

equal

value

or

have

equi valent

claims

on

the

truth".

Then, listing significant themes that are helpful in constructing a
contemporary Christology, he mentions the distinction between
"Word" and "Son", in that the Word was not revealed to be a Son
and God

Father until the incarnation

(cf. Symeon the New
Theologian), or that the Word is not properly called Son until the
incarnation (cf. Marcellus of Ancyra). (271)
a

explicit ten years later in his "Dialogue and
truth", a paper gi ven at a Bangkok conference '', There, like Geffre
who gave an innocuous paper at the same conference, Goergen's
starting point was the "other magnificent and manifold works of
God outside the confines of visible Christianity". He first rightly
Goergen

is

more

observes that "the fullness of truth resides in the Catholic tradition,
according to Catholic teaching. But this does not mean that it is all

already
come

within

to a

full

our

grasp

...

knowledge

that

we

have

individually

or

collectively

of all Truth".

But he goes on implicitly to deny that the fullness of truth
resides in the Catholic tradition when he gives another reason why
grasp of truth is limited. That is because Jesus himself
therefore the Church) only has part of the truth:
our

Christ does

(and

confine God. There is more to the Logos than
Jesus alone. The Logos was already present and active in creation
and history before Jesus was ever conceived.
Jesus does not
exhaust the Word yetfully embodies the Word So there is more
to the Word than its incarnate presence in and self-identification
with Jesus, and more to the Spirit than its activity in Jesus and the
Church. The Word and the Spirit are present and active in all the
major religious traditions of the World the selfsame Word that
is Jesus, the one and only Holy Spirit, source of unity and
diversity in the world and in the religions of the world.
not

..

-

To illustrate how Jesus does not confine the Word, Goergen refers
to Thomas Aquinas' position (Summa Theologiae 111:3,7) that the
Word could become
distinct human nature.

incarnate in

more

than

one

numerically
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than Jesus"

in the

moves

and The

Goergen to relativize Jesus
operate independently in non
as

religions:

the ulterior explanations of Christology on the
identity between Jesus and God (homousios), the
Gospel testifies that Jesus is conscious that the fullness of the
eschatological Kingdom has come in him. We confess then that
the fullness of God dwells in Jesus of Nazareth. But we ought to
take seriously the historical contingency of the humanity of
Jesus. In other words, we should not identify the historical and
contingent element of Jesus and his christie and divine element.
We ought to maintain the tension between the identification of
God in Jesus and the identification proper to God. Weare always

A nd

no

matter

substantial

sent

back indeed

God that is greater, that escapes every

to a

identification. Even the paradox of the incarnation, as the relative
manifestation of the unconditional A bsolute of God helps us to
understand that the unicity of Jesus-Christ is not exclusive of
other manifestations of God in history. It is also the best way to
de-absoluti:e Christianity as the religion of incarnation, and to
manifest that far from exercising a sort of imperialism towards
other religions, it defines itself as essentially a dialogal religion.
Geffre then

moves

to two

ambiguous points.

kenosis of Jesus in his death
was

was a

The first is that the

renouncement not

his due because of his divine stature, but also

of his Jewish
From this

particularity.

more

or

less

The risen Christ

common

point

was

a

only

of what

renouncement

universal, for all.

of Biblical

theology., we

would expect him to go on to say that the risen Christ is operative
in all the religions of the world. But he does not go in that
direction, and prefers to stay with the above position that the Word
>

is

that work apart from the human Jesus.
ambiguous point is: "I am tempted to say that
Christianity that is confronted by different cultures and religions

doing

The second

and that could not witness to
otherness of these cultures and

a

certain lack will not encounter the

religions

and will be unfaithful to its

universal vocation". As evidence of this statement, he cites the
undeniable "lack" that everyone has with respect to all the cultural

'
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riches that

are

to

be found in the world. But he confuses these

cultural riches with truth

theological insight

or

which he likewise

says that non-Christian people have and Christians lack.
To illustrate this position, Geffre turns to the familiar

phrase

'seeds of the Word'. These, he admits, find their fulfilment in
Christ, but 'without losing their originality':
nor replaces Israel, so also she
integrates nor replaces the authentic religious truth that
another religious tradition could carry. A s a historical religion
Christianity does have the ambition to totalize all truth
disseminated all along the religious history of humanity. If I
believe I could speak of religious pluralism in principle, it would
mean that there is more religious truth in the very diversified
concert of religions than in the one and only Christianity... The
coming of Christ coincides with the plenitude of revelation; and
as we saw, there lies the origin of the insurmountable difference

A

s

the church neither assimilates

neither

with Islam. But it is

qualitative
Word of God

rather than

a

fullness. Revelation as
and unsurpassable; however, as
necessarily historical and limited. It

a

quantitative
definitive

in Jesus Christ is

of truth, it is
therefore forbidden to
consider other revelations and other sacred Scriptures as 'rays of
truth', incomplete but precious, which witness in their own way
to the unfathomable mystery of God.
a

content

is not

He concl udes that the "essence of truth is to be in

state of

a

sharing".

Summary

of these

positions

how Claude Geffre, in line with Donald Goergen,
says that because the humanity of Jesus does not exhaust the
eternal Word of God, this Word can be active in the non-Christian
We have

seen

world

independently
theologians, there is
the

man

other

of the

humanity

more to

Jesus, and thus the Word

religions

truths and

of Jesus.

According

to these

the Word than could be absorbed

insights

can

that

communicate to
are not

merely

prophets

by
of

"seeds of the

word", imperfect reflections of the full revelation embodied in
Jesus, but are independent "other" truths that cannot be found in
Jesus

or

Christianity.

These

authors

conclude

that

by
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the "otherness" of other

religions we will accord
inter-religious dialogue.

them greater respect, and this will foster
These authors are not saying that there

are

Incarnations of the

religions, but they argue that if it is possible for there
second incarnate Savior, a fortiori it is possible for the Word
operate in non-Christian religions independently of Jesus'

Word in these
to be a

to

humanity.
Can

one

divine person

assume

two human natures?

positions in the light of the
hypothesis
Aquinas
Goergen and Geffre use to
bolster their position. Are there intelligent creatures living on some
planet in outer space? Could there be another Incarnation and
Catholic Church out here? That is the hypothesis this question
It is

now

time to review the above

of Thomas

that both

raises to the modem mind. Sixteenth century commentators on
Aquinas talked of far-off India as a site for a possible second
Incarnation.

This

question

follows another

assume one

persons
that these

questions

and the
are

hypothetical

same

not

one:

human nature?"

"Can two divine

Cajetan explains

raised to discuss what is

possible for God to do, but to cast more light
actual Incarnation that we know on this earth.

on

or

is not

the mystery of the

in the affirmative. One divine person can assume
two human natures, for the reason that nothing created can exhaust

Thomas

the

answers

infinite

power of
the
di vine.
encompass

The real

God, and the assumed

nature

cannot

point of Summa Theologiae, ill:3,7

This and the

preceding

article in the Summa

serve

to

give

a

view of what is identical and what is distinct in

comprehensive
both the Trinity

and the Incarnate Word. In the

Trinity

there

are

three persons in one nature. In the Incarnation one divine person
has added a human nature to his divine nature. To throw more light
on

this, Thomas examines the consequences of three combinations:
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Supposits

Natures

3 divine persons
2 divine persons

1 divine nature

1 divine person

2 human natures

1 human nature

Thomas maintains that two persons, say the Father and the Son,
could have assumed the same human nature, just as they share a

single divine nature. They would be one man because they assumed
a single human nature, but two persons. (This is similar to the
Father and the Son being a single principle of procession of the
Holy Spirit). By communication of idioms, the same man would
then be un-begotten because of the person of the Father, and
begotten because of the person of the Son.
In the case of one person assuming two human natures, Thomas
earlier said in his Commentary on the Sentences (3:q.l,a.5,ad 2):
Peter

[the other incarnation] and Jesus

So it is

one.

true

are not two

supposits, but

that "Peter is Jesus ". Yet Peter and Jesus

are

not

but two, because the singularity or
substantive term follows the unity or plurality

plurality of a
of the nature
and
not
the
the
the
term,
signified by
unity of
supposit. Although
the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit are three supposits, yet
because of the one divine nature which the name of God
signifies, they are called one God. So it is just the opposite in the
case of Jesus and Peter. They are one supposit, but because of the
plurality of assumed natures, they are said to be two men. But
because of the identity of the supposit, the distinction of the
natures does not prevent them from being predicated of one
another [i. e. "Peter is Jesus "j, because the identity of the supposit
suffices to make the statement true.
one

man

In the present article, however, Thomas changes his position to
say that if the Word is incarnate as Jesus and the same Word is

incarnate

as

because

we

supposits.

Peter, Jesus and Peter
never

Yet

this

are

not two men, but one. That is

say anything is two unless there are two
does not efface the numerical distinction

between the two human natures, because the Incarnation does not
change the human nature into the divine person, but the divine
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only subsists in a human nature.
divinity, but he is not his humanity".

person

"For the Son of God is his

double incarnation of the Word, communication
of idioms would apply. Thus if the man Jesus is crucified, we can
In the

case

of

a

say that Jesus and Peter died, even though death affected only the
human nature of Jesus, just as we say that when Jesus died, God
died, because of the unity of the person.

From the above discussion

we can

deduce the

following

rules:

1) Plurality requires distinction of supposits. Thus

were

person to assume two different human
the
result
would be just one man, even though
natures,
separate in place.
one

divine

2) Moreover,

have two distinct

things, two numerically
distinct natures are also required. This distinction is
lacking in the case of the Trinity.
3) Unity, however, is had wherever there is any lack of
distinction. Thus there is one God, because of the unity
to

of his nature. Were two persons to
nature, there would be one man.

assume one

human

Soteriological implications
The full

through the person of
the Word. Because of the adage actiones sunt suppositorum, all that
Jesus did, such as eating, was done by the Word, even though the
action was rooted in his human nature. Similarly, because of
communication of idioms, all that the Word does is done by the
man

humanity

of Jesus has its existence

Jesus. It is therefore inconceivable that the Word could do

humanity of Jesus.
This does not apply merely to events after the Incarnation,
because the death of Christ, though happening in a moment of time,
is the instrument of the eternally present design of God to save
people of all time, from Adam to his last descendant to be born.
The Incarnation took place by the free choice of God, but this was
an eternal unalterable choice. When we say, "through him all things
were made", even at that beginning of time the future humanity of
Jesus was included. That is the implication of the title "Alpha and
anything

in isolation from the
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Omega".

universality of Jesus' saving work, both
place.
only Christology which would allow the
operate independently of the humanity of Jesus is a
Christology. That makes of Christ a human person on

We therefore hold to the

in time and in

Word to
Nestorian

The

whom the Word descended to

without

him his

giving

Could God reveal

own

use

him for

a

divine existence and

something

salvific mission,

personhood.

to non-Christians which Christ did

not know?

If

we

listen to Thomas

his divine

By

Aquinas, the answer is an emphatic
knowledge, he knew everything that is or ever

"no".
could

be.

His human

knowledge

is

finite,

even

had because he is the leader of all to the
Heb

(cf
to

5:9).

Yet this

knowledge

him. This includes all that

are

capable of,

since all

28). But his human

doing,

goal

knowledge

he

of the beatific vision

should extend to all that

ever

things

the beatific

pertains
things

exists and all that created

are

subject

to him

(1 Cor. 15: 27-

mind does not know all that God is

capable

of

comprehend the divine power and
united to the Word in person, he is "full of grace

because that would be to

essence.

Being
(In.1: 14)

and truth"
creature

and he

sees

God

more

perfectly

than any other

could.

enjoyed the gifts of wisdom,
prophecy and all the other gifts of the Holy Spirit more perfectly
and fully than anyone could. Thus we read that after speaking in
fragmentary and various ways through the prophets. God finally
spoke to us through his Son. He is the reflection of the Father's
glory, the exact representation of the Father's being (Heb. 1: 1-3).
That is why we believe that God could not possibly reveal to us
In his

earthly

life Jesus also

any more than he did in his incarnate Word. And therefore any
truth found in non-Christian religions can only be a partial

patrimony of what is
The only way we

found
could

"other" is to presuppose

fully in Christ.
recognize the truth of other religions as
a Nestorian Christology, whereby the
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human person, had not enough bandwidth to download
immensity of divine revelation descending upon him.

Christ,
the

as a

Does the Church understand the full revelation of Christ?
Christ said, "All that I have heard from my Father I have made
known to you" (In. 15:15). Yet the Church's understanding was
limited and had to progress by divine assistance: "When he comes,
Spirit of truth, he will lead you in the whole truth"(Jn. 16: 13).

the

One

thing

with the

is

sure:

the virtue of faith enables

himself. This does not

to relate

fully enlighten the understanding.
charity is superior to faith, in

in this life the virtue of

why

directly
That is
that

we

love God far

more than we understand him. This prepares us
in the beatific vision in the next life.
share
greater
Even though the Church grasps the essentials of Christ's

can

for

us

of all revelation and communicate with God

source

a

revelation, and has the. guidance of the Spirit
move

on

to

to avoid

pitfalls

and

greater and greater understanding, its grasp of the

revelation of Christ is limited.
Therefore it is

possible for a non-Christian religion to stress a
certainly is part of Christian revelation, but
particular
which may be neglected by segments of the Church at certain
times. For instance, Muslim insistence on regular prayer can be a
lesson for Christians who are too prone to activity or too ashamed
truth that

to excuse

themselves and take time out for prayer.

Would the Church
have

something

The story
"no". The
Christian

quoted
same

gain points by recognizing

that other

religions

that it does not have?
at

the

reaction

beginning
can

be

of this paper already tells us
in Mahmud Aidin' s study of

seen

vi

theological attitudes towards Islam since Vatican II. He
appreciates gestures such as those made by Vatican II and observes
that several theologians subsequently went well beyond Vatican II,
some saying that Jesus can well be the saviour of Christians, but
other prophets can be mediators of salvation for their own people.
Yet for Aidin as a Muslim, anything short of a full recognition of
Muhammad as the final prophet is unsatisfactory. Secondly, he sees
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the

doctrinal

implication that the
theologians would seem

to

Muslims. And he is in

way

no

concessions

made

by

these

reciprocity on the part
prepared to surrender the finality

demand

of

of

Islamic revelation.

The

Muslims.

In

conflicting
dwelling on
what

conclusion

same

we

our

comes

interaction,

truth claims which

these differences,

share in

Therefore

we

from my concrete dealings with
it is presupposed that we have

negotiable. Rather than
explore the unending depths of

are

we

not

common.
can

conclude that the

theological

disarmament

implied by calling for a recognition of "other" truth in non
Christian religions is counter-productive. The first rule in dialogue
is that neither side should be expected to surrender its own beliefs.
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